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This paper proposes a data model incorporating the concepts of directed graphs, 
recursive graphs, and hypergraphs in order to represent the contents of multimedia 
data. In the proposed data model, an instance is represented with a directed 
recursive hypergraph. This graph is called an instance graph. A collection of 
instance graphs is managed as a graph named a collection graph. A shape graph, 
which represents the structure of a collection graph, is also introduced. An 
operation rewriting collection graphs is introduced to manipulate the collection 
graphs. This operation enables users to make recursive queries, and specify regular 
expressions on paths. This paper presents an illustrative example, and the formal 
definition of the proposed data model. This paper clarifies that the depth of the 
edges of an instance graph can indicate whether the instance graph can be divided, 
or not. The consideration on the management of shape graphs is also presented. 
Moreover, it is clarified that the operation can he converted into the datalog program 
extended for treating complex values. 
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1 Introduction 
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In recent years, handling multimedia data stored in databases is extensively investigated. Content 
retrieval of multimedia data is included in the topics on handling multimedia data. One approach to 
address the content retrieval uses the feature values of multimedia data[3, 4]. For example, when a 
picture is given as a desired one, similarity between the picture and one in a database is calculated 
by using the feature values. The picture having the high score of similarity is presented to the user 
as the query result. Another approach uses the graphs representing the contents of multimedia data. 
Petrakis et al[l] propose the representation of the contents of medical images by using directed labeled 
graphs. Uehara et al[2] uses the semantic network for representing the contents of the scene of video. 
These are the examples of this approach. Although directed labeled graphs are frequently used in 
these researches, conceptual graphs[5], which are used for the knowledge representation, require to 
be the recursive graphs, of which nodes may recursively be graphs. Moreover, hypergraphs, where a 
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set of nodes is treated as an edge, are used in representing rules[G]. Therefore, the graphs having the 
characteristics of recursive graphs and hypergraphs as well as directed ones will be required in the 
representation of the contents of multimedia data. 
If graphs are simply directed ones, they are naturally represented in object-oriented, or graph-based 
data models[7, 8,9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, IG, 17, 18, 20, 21]. However, graphs having the characteristics 
of recursive graphs or hypergraphs can not be naturally represented in these data models. 
Hypernode model[22] and Hy+ [23] incorporate the concepts of recursive graphs. In these models, 
regular expressions on paths can be specified in the retrieval. Recursive queries also can be made. 
These query facilities give these data models the sufficient querying power. However, graphs having 
the characteristics of hypergraphs can not be naturally represented. 
The directed recursive labelnode hypergraph 1ll0del[24] and the self-structured semantic relation-
ship model[25] incorporate the concepts of hypergraphs as well as recursive graphs. These models 
have more expressive power in representing the contents of multimedia data. However, the operations 
in querying is not sufficient to users because the operations are mairily [or updating the structures of 
graphs. Recursive queries are not considered. Regular expressions on paths can not be specified. 
III this paper, a graph-based data model is proposed. The proposed data model is called the 
Directed Recursive Hypergraph data Model (DRHM). This model incorporates the concepts of directed 
graphs, recursive graphs, and hypergraphs. An instance graph is the fundamental unit in representing 
data. A collection graph is the graph having instance graphs as its components. A shape graph of a 
collection graph represents the structure of a collection graph. The rewrite operation is a logic-based 
one. Recursive queries can be specified through this operation. It enables users to specify the regular 
expressions on paths. It is used in updating instance graphs as well as querying on a database. After 
the formal definition is presented, several considerations are made. First, the characteristics of an 
instance graph is investigated. The depth of au instance graph is introduced in order to identify 
whether it can be decomposed into sub-instance graphs. When the depth of an instance graph is 
equal to zero, the instance graph can be decomposed into sub-instance graphs. Decomposing instance 
graphs could make their treatment easy. Next, the method of managing shape graphs is presented. 
The information on the shape graphs is represented with the instance graphs. L&<;tly, it is ShOWll that 
the rewrite operation can be represented with the datalog program extended for treating complex 
values. 
This paper is organi7,ed &<; follows: In Section 2, the proposed data model is informally described 
by using examples. Section 3 defines the Directed Recursive Hypergraph Data Model. Section 4 gives 
the considerations OIl the characteristics of an instance graph, the shape graph managelllent, and the 
querying power. In Section 5, the related works are briefly mentioned. Lastly, Section G concludes 
this paper. 
2 Descriptive Examples 
In DRHM, the fundamental unit in representing data is an instance graph. An instance graph is an 
atomic olle or a norlllal one. An atomic instance graph is a node. A normal one is a directed recursive 
hypergraph. An instance graph has a label composed of its identifier, its name, and its data value. 
Here, DRHM is described by Ilsing a simple example. 
Example 1 Consider the representation of the picture shown in Figure l(a). In this picture, a 
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Figm e 1: (a) a picture and (b) a ll illstallce graph represell t illg its contents 
hilt t ('rfly is on fl owers" Two fore- legs, one middle-leg, and two hind-legs of t.1l(' bll t.terfly as well U.':i a 
head , n fore-wing, anel a hind-willg arc appeareel . T wo fore- legs <I re on a fl ower, alld two hind-legs are 
on allot.her fl ower. Figur(' I(b) n~prl'sl' ll ts I. h(' conte ll ts of this picture in DRI-It--l. III Figure l (b), all 
;tt.OIllic instance graph is represented wi th a slllall circle, while a norlllal ins tance graph is represellted 
wi th a roum\ rectangle. For example, n IlI and n 11 2 are atolllic ill tallce graphs. 09 1, g1l , alld g12 are 
1l0rIll ai olles . All edge is repr('scll ted wi t. h a (' \\I've which is consisted of a broken curve and a dotted 
Oll(). A brokell curve surrounds a set or illitial elellwllts of the edge. A dotted olle surroullds a set 
of te rIninal cle lllent s of the edge. For ('xample, n lll alld n 112 are cOllnected wi th n l13 by the edge 
d l . A llOrIll al install ce graph lII ay contaill at.omic <l nd /or normal installce graphs, and edgcs. For 
('x;u II pic, 91 collta ills 0911 , .1712 , d 3, alld c14. 
A set of the inst.allce graphs hav ing the silllil ar structure is capt. med a.':i it collection gmph. A 
('ollw l.io77 gm]Jh is the graph of which cOIllPonents a.re illstance graphs. 
Example 2 All exalllple of It collect ion gra,ph is shown in Fig. 2. III this fi glll'e, R collection graph 
is rep resell ted with a das hr-d d()t L<~d lille. A collectioll graph has a ullique Ilalll( ~ in a database. The 
1l1U11(' of the collect.ioll graph shown in Fig. 2 is Picture . The install cc graph g l is that shown in 
rig. 1. T he install ce graph y2 is for anot her picture. 'I' ll('. e instance grnphs arc called 7'epresentative 
i7l.s /(17I ce gm ]Jhs. 
T hr st ruct me of a collP('Lio ll graph is rrpreselltpd wi th the graph called a shape gm ph. 
Example 3 Figure 3 shows li l(' shape graph for the collection graph Picture. T his shape graph 
repn~se llts tile followillg st.rIlc:t.\lrcs . The installce graph picture includes a norlllal instance graph 
object. A nOrIll1l1 insta.nce graph object is conllected with a norlll al illstance graph object by the 
edgc' pos. A normal installce graph object contaills all atoIllic instance graph parts. An atomic 
illstallce graph parts is cOllnec trd wi th all at.Olllic illstall ce graph parts by the edge pos inside of the 
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The shape graph has the nature of the hard shape[27]. That is, a shape graph does not have 
to exist prior to the creation of the collection graph. It may, of course, exist prior to the collection 
graph creation. The shape graph must exist while the collection graph exists. Creating the shape 
graph and updating it are driven by the insertion of instance graphs. However, once shape graphs are 
created, they are not deleted by deleting the instance graphs. Shape graphs can be deleted only by 
the operation deleting shape graphs. 
The operation rewrite is a general and logic-based one, This operation rewrites collection graphs. 
This uses query graphs. One is for representing the structure of the destination instance graphs. The 
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others are for specifying the retrieval condition. The structure of a query graph may be similar to 
that of a collection graph. The label of a query graph is a triplet of variables for an identifier, a name, 
and a value. The result of this operation is a collection graph. 
Example 4 An example of the rewrite operation is shown in Fig. 4. This is for obtaining such 
pictures that the parts included by an object is connected with the parts included by an object 
through an edge of which name is on. The first argument is a destination query graph. The second 
argument is a query graph specifying the retrieval condition. The instance graphs, which are in 
the collection graph Picture, satisfying the query graph become the instance graphs in the collection 
graph My-picture. The labels of query graphs, e.g. X, Zl, may used in a retrieval condition. Variables 
for an identifier, a name, and a value of a label X are described as Xid, X name , and Xval' respectively, 






Xname = "picture" and 
Y name = "pos" and Y val'" "on" and 
Z1 name'" "object" and Z2name = "object" and 
V1 name = "parts" and V2name = "parts" 
Figure 4: An example of the rewrite operation 
In a query graph, the regular expression can be specified. 
Example 5 An example of the rewrite operation including regular expression is shown in Fig. 5. 
This is for obtaining such Pictures that the parts included by an object is connected with the parts 
included by an object through two or more edges of which names are on. Brackets are used ill order 
to represent the regular expression. The plus mark denotes that the part in the brackets Illay appear 
one or more times. 
The rewrite operation can also be used for inserting instance graphs into a collection graph. The 
rewrite operation only having the destination query graph means insertion. 
Example 6 An example of the insertion of an instance graph is shown in Fig. 6. In this figure, all 
instance graph is inserted into the instance graph Picture. Names and values are specified by using 
variables. 
In the insertion, identifiers are assigned by the system. If the variable for an identifier is used in a 
destination query graph in order to specify a specific instance graph or edge, this means modification 
of the instance graph or edge. 
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Xname = "picture" and Xval = "moon-star" and 
Y name = "pas" and Yval = "left" and 
Z1 name = "object" and Z1 val = "moon" and 
Z2name = "object" and Z2val = "star" 
Figure G: Insertion of an instance graph. 
3 Formal Definition 
In this section, DRHM is defined. First, the structure in representing data is defined. Next, an 
operation is defined. 
3.1 Structure 
3.1.1 Instance, collection, and shape graphs 
Definition 1 Instance graphs are defined as follows. 
• An instance graph is an atomic instance graph or a normal one. An instance graph has a label. 
A label is a triplet (did, nrn, d), where did is an identifier, urn is a name, and d is a tuple of a 
data type and a data value. 
• An atomic instance graph is a Hode. 
• A normal instance graph 9 is an octuple (V, b, Lv, Le, <Pv, CPe, <Pconnect, <Pcomp) , where V is the set 
of the instance graphs included in g, E is the set of the edges, Lv, and Le are the sets of the 
labels of the instance graphs, and the edges, respectively, CPv is a mapping from the set of the 
instance graphs to the set of the labels of the instance graphs: V -t Lv, <Pe is a mapping from the 
set of the edges to the set of the labels of the edges: E -t Le, <Pconnect is a mapping representing 
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the connections between sets of instance graphs ¢connect : 2 v x 2 v ----+ E, and ¢comp is a mapping 
representing the inclusion relationships ¢comp : 2VUE ----+ V. 0 
From here on, we use the notations shown in Table 1. 
notation I 
Table 1 : Notations 
meaning 
the set of initial elements of an edge e 












the set of instance graphs included in an instance graph 9 
the set of edges included in an instance graph 9 
the identifier in the label l 
{ id(l) Il E L }, where L is a set of labels 
the name in the label l 
{ nrn( l) Il E L }, where L is a set of labels 
d in the label l 
{ val(l) Il E L }, where L is a set of labels 
Next, we consider the equalities of instance graphs. 
Definition 2 Two labels It and l2 are identical (l1 =id l2) if and only if id(ll) = id(l2). These 
labels are equal (ll = l2) if and only if nrn(lt) = nm(l2) and vul(lt} = val(l2). These are value-
equal (ll =val l2) if val(h) = val(l2). Sets of labels Ll and L2 are identical (Ll =id L2) if and only 
if 'V it E L 13l2 E L2(It =id l2) and'Vl2 E L23l1 E L1(l2 =id l1). Ll and L2 are equal (Ll = L2) 
'Vl 1 E L13l2 E L2(l1 = l2) and 'Vl2 E L23l1 E L1 (l2 = it). L1 and L2 are value-equal (L1 =val L2) if and 
only if'Vl 1 E L13l2 E L2(ll =vall2) and 'Vl2 E L23l1 E Ll(l2 =valld. 
Two instance graphs gl = (VI, E 1, LvI, LeI, ¢vl, ¢el, rPconnech' ¢COTnPI)' and g2 =(V2, E2, Lv2 , Le2, ¢v2, 
¢e2,¢connect2,¢comp2) are identical (gl == 92) if and only if II =id l2, where II = ¢vl(gt}, and 
l2 = ¢v2(92). These instance graphs are equal (gl = g2) if and only if VI = V2, EI = E2, LvI = 
L1)2, LeI = Le2, ¢connectl = rPconnect2' and ¢compl = ¢comp2· They are isornorphic (91 ~ 92) 
if and only if ¢connect;{V, U) = e =} ¢connect.('l/Jv(V),'l/Jv(U)) = ('l/Je(e)) , and ¢compi(V, U) = v =} 
¢comps('Ij)v(V), 'Ij)v(U)) = ('l/Jv(v)), where 'l/Jv is an injective and surjective mapping from V(gi) to Vs, 
and 'l/Je is an injective and surjective mapping from E(gi) to Es. The instance graph gl is the .'3ubgraph 
of g2 (gl ~ g2)if and only if V(gt) ~ V(g2), E(gl) ~ E(g2), ¢connectl is the restriction of ¢connect2' and 
¢compl is the restriction of ¢comp2. 0 
Next, direct constructing elements of an instance graph are defined. 
Definition 3 Let 9 = (V,E,Lv,Le,¢v,¢e,¢connect,¢comp) be an instance graph. For Gi ~ 2VUE , 
v is directly consisted of Gi if ¢comp(Gi) = v. Gi is called a set of direct constructing elements, 
and is denoted as ¢;;}mp(v). A set of instance graphs in a set of direct constructing elements of v 
(¢~~)~n]J (v) n V) is called as a set of direct con.'3tructing instance graph.'3 of v. Similarly, A set of edges in 
a set of direct constructing elements of 11 (¢~~np( v) n E) is called as a set of direct constructing edges 
of v. 
Let a set of the nth constructing elements Vc~(g) for an instance graph 9 be defined by the following 
recursion formula: 
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Vc~(g) = {g} 
V~:l(g) = U DC(v), v E Vde(g) n V 
where DC (v) is the set of the direct constructing elements of v. Here, n is called the order of the 
constructing elements. A set of instance graphs (edges, respectively) in a set of nth constructing 
elements of 9 is called as a set of nth constructing instance graphs (edges) of g. 
U~=l Vd~(g) is called a set of constructing elements of g. A set of instance graphs (edges, re-
spectively) in a set of the constructing elements of 9 is called as a set of constructing instance graphs 
(edges) of g. D 
Example 7 T'he direct constructing elements of the instance graph g1 shown in Fig. 1 are gl1, g12, 
e13, and e14. The direct cOllstructing instance graphs are gl1 and g12. The direct constructing edges 
of gl are ell and e12. 
Next, collection graphs are introduced to capture a set of the ins~ance graphs. 
Definition 4 A collection graph is a graph having instance graphs as its components. That is, when 
a collection graph cg has n instance graphs : gl = (Vi, E 1, Lvi, Lei, ¢vl, ¢el, ¢connectl , ¢compl)' "', 
gn =(Vn, En, Lvn , Len, ¢vn, ¢en, ¢connectn , ¢COlHP,J, cg is represented with a 9-tuple (nm, V, E, Lv, Le, ¢v, 
¢e, ¢connect, ¢comp) , where nm is the name of a collection graph, V = Vi U V2 U ... U Vn, E = El U 
E2 U ... U En, Lv = LVi U Lv2 U ... U Lvn , Le = Let U Le2 U ... U Len, ¢v : V ---t Lv, ¢e : E ---t Le, 
¢connect : 2V X 2V ---t E, and ¢comp : 2VUE ---t V. Component instance graphs (gl, g2, ... ,gn) are called 
r'epresentative instance graphs. A database is a set of collection graphs. The name of a collection 
graph must be unique in a database. D 
A shape graph is introduced to represent the structure of the instance graphs of a collection graph. 
Definition 5 Shape graphs are defined Il.,) follows. 
• A shape graph is an atomic shape graph or a normal one. A shape graph has a shape label. A 
shape label is a triplet (Sid, nrn, DT), where Sid is an identifier, nm is a name of a shape graph, 
and DT is a set of data types of data values. 
• An atomic shape gmph is a node. 
• A normal shape graph 8g of a collection graph (urn, V, E, Lv, Le, ¢v, ¢e, ¢connect, ¢comp) is a 9-
tuple (nrn, Vs, ESl Lv8 , Les ' ¢VSl ¢eSl ¢connectsl ¢COl1l1'.) , where nm is the nallle of the collection 
graph, Vs is the set of the shape graphs included in sg, Es is the set of the shape edges, LV8 is 
the sets of the labels of the shape graphs, Les is the sets of the labels of the shape edges, which 
are the edges having shape labels, ¢v .• : Vs ---t L1Is ' ¢es : Es ---t Les ' ¢connectR : 2 Vs x 2 Vs ---t Es, 
and ¢COlHP .• : 2vsUEs ---t v:~. Moreover, there are the following relationships between a collection 
graph and its corresponding shape graph. 
o nm(Lvs) "2 nm(Lv), 
o nm(Les) "2 nm(Le), 
o There is a mapping ()v from V to v:~. For a set of instance graphs V = {Vi, ... , vn }, a set 
of shape graphs {()v(vt)"",()v(vn )} is denoted as ()v(V). 
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o There is a mapping Be from E to E.s. For a set of edges E = {el,"" en}, a set of shape 
edges {Be(et),"', Be (en)} is delloted as Be(E). 
o <Pconnect(V, U) = e =} <Pconnects (Bv(V), Bv(U)) = Be(e), and 
o 
A shape graph have to be changed in order to satisfy the conditions described above when new instance 
graphs are inserted, or instance graphs are modified. 
3.2 Operation 
The r'ewrite operation is generally used for manipulating collection graphs. The specification of a 
query has the graphical nature like in the graphical query languages[lO, 11, 26J. First, query graphs, 
which can easily correspond to collection graphs, are defined. 
Definition 6 Quer1J graphs are defined as follows. 
• A query graph is an atomic query graph or a normal one. A query graph has a query label. 
A query label is a triplet (Vid, Vname , vvaL) , where Vid is a variable for an identifier, Vnarne is a 
variable for a name, and Vval is a variable for a value. 
• An atomic query graph is a node. 
• A nOr1nal query graph qg is a 9-tuple (um, Vq, Eq, L vq , Leq , <PVq' <Peq' <Pconnectq, <Pcompq), where um 
is the name of a collection graph, Vq is the set of the query graphs included in qg, Eq is the set 
of the query edges, which are the edges having query labels, of qg, Lvq , and Leq are the sets of 
the query labels o[ the query graphs, and the edges, respectively, <PVq : Vq --+ Lvq , <Peq : Eq --+ Leq , 
<Pconnectq : 2Vq x 2Vq --+ Eq, and <PcomlJq : 2VqUEq --+ Vq . If um is the name of the existing collection 
graph, then the structure of the query graph must obey that of the shape graph of the collection 
graph. 0 
Regular expression is the popular method in specifying the query on a graph-based database[lO, 
11, 26]. First, query paths are introduced for enabling the specification of regular expression. 
Definition 7 A query path is recursively defined as follows. 
• A query edge of a query graph is a query path. 
• Concatenation of a query edge of a query graph and a query path is a query path. 
• (qp)+ is a query path [or a query path qp. 
• (qpl I qp2) is a query path [or query paths qpl, and qp2. 
• -,qp is a query path for a query path. 
A query path has a label, which is a quintuple of a variable for an identifier, that for a name, that for 
a value, the sign of the positive closure, and the sign of the negation. 0 
The regular query graph, which introduces query paths into the normal query graph, is defined as 
follows. 
Definition 8 A regular query graph qg is a 14-tuple (nm, Vq) Eq, Pq, Lvq , Leq , Lpq , <PVq) <Peq) <PIJq<Pconnectq, 
<Pcompq' <Ppathconc' <Ppathunion) , where Pq is a set of the query paths of the query graph qg, Lpq is the set 
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of the labels of the query paths, <Ppq : Pq --t Lpq , <Ppathconc is a mapping representing the concatenations 
of query paths ¢pathconc : II(Eq U Pq ) --t Pq , <Ppatltunion is a mapping representing the union of query 
paths ¢pathunion : fIPq --t Pq , and the others are the same as those of the normal query graph. Here, 
IIPi == H X P2 X ... X Pn . 0 
Next, query and assignment specifications are defined. 
Definition 9 A query specification is a tuple (rqg, rc), where rqg is a regular query graph, and rc is 
a retrieval condition on variables X, which is a list of variables in rqg. An assignment specification is a 
tuple (nqg, va), where nqg is a normal query graph, and va is a list of value assignments to variables 
X, which is a list of variables in nqg. 0 
The operation rewrite is defined as follows. 
Definition 10 The operation rewrite(target, sl) rewrites the collection graphs specified in the query 
graphs in sl to produce the collection graph satisfying target, where target is an assignment specifi-
cation, sl is a list of query specifications, and Xt ~ Xs , where Xt and Xs are the sets of the variables 
in target, and that of those in sl, respectively. If the name of the collection graph specified in the 
assignment specification target is that of an existing collection graph, the rewrite operation rewrites 
the collection graph. Otherwise, this operation creates the temporal collection graph of which name 
is that specified in target. 0 
4 Considerations 
4.1 Characteristics of instance graphs 
From here on, we limit the discussions OIl the instance graphs having the edges, each of which has an 
instance graph as its initial element, and an instance graph as its terminal one because of simplicity. 
The following discussions can naturally be extended to the general instance graphs. 
Definition 11 Two instance graphs g1 and g2 are independent each other, if V(gt) n V(g2) = 0 and 
E(g1) n E(g2) = 0. Two instance graphs g1 and g2 are connected, if 3e E E(g1) (i(e) ~ V(g2) V t(e) ~ 
V(g2)), or 3e E E(g2) (i(e) ~ V(gd V t(e) ~ V(gt))t . 0 
Example 8 Consider the instance graphs: ga = ({VI, V2, gal, {ed, Lv, Le, <Pv, <Pe, ¢connecta, ¢compJ, 
where ¢connecta({VI}, {V2}) = el, <Pcompa({vl,v2,ed) = ga, and gb = ({V2,v3,gb}, {e2}, Lv, Le,<pv, ¢e, 
¢connectb' <Pcompb) , where <Pconnectb ({V2}, {V3}) = e2, and <Pcompb ({ V2, V3, C2}) = g/J. These instance 
graphs are connected because t(et) = i(e2) = {V2}, and the conditions described above are satisfied. 
When any elements outside an instance graph are not directly connected with any elements in the 
instance graph by any edge, the instance graph could be represented separately frolll the other elements 
outside it. That is, the instance graph is represented as if it has no elements, and it and its elements 
are represented apart from the whole instance graph. An instance graph could be decomposed into 
a set of smaller instance graphs. This may enable us to handle instance graphs easily similar to the 
tThe notation i(c) (t(e), respectively) represents the set of the initial (terminal) elements of the edge e as described 
in Table 1. 
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decomposition approaches in storing complex objects[31]. We will say that an instance graph 9 is said 
to be well-organized if any elements outside it are not directly connected with any elements in it by 
any edge. 
Definition 12 Let ve be the set of constructing instance graphs of an instance graph g. The 
instance graph 9 is called well-organized if the set of the initial elements of an edge is a subset of ve, 
and the set of the terminal elements of the edge is a subset of ve for all of the edges that have an 
element in ve as an element in their initial elements or terminal ones. 0 
Example 9 Let consider an instance graph 9 = ({VI, V2, V3, V4, gl, g2, g}, {el' e2, e3}, Lv, Le, ¢v, ¢e, ¢conn 
¢comp), where ¢conn ({ vd, {V2}) = el, ¢conn( {V3}, {V4}) = e2, ¢conn({91}, {V3}) = e3, ¢comp( {VI, V2, ed) 
= 91, ¢comp( { v3, v4, e2}) = 92, ¢comp ( {91, 92, e3}) = 9. The set of the constructing instance graphs of 
9) is {VI, V2}' It is the edge el that has the instance graphs VI and V2 in the set of the initial elements 
or that of the terminal ones. The set of the initial elements of el is {vd, and it is a subset of the set 
of constructing instance graphs of 91 ({VI, V2}). The set of the terminal elements of c) is {V2}, and it 
is a subset of the set of constructing instance graphs of 91 ({VI, V2})' Therefore, 91 is well-organized. 
On the other hand, The set of the constructing installCe graphs of 092 is {V3, V4}. The edges that has 
the instance graphs V3 and V4 in the set of the initial elements or that of the terminal ones are e2 and 
C3. The set of the initial clements of e3 is {gt}. It is not a subset of the set of constructing instance 
graphs of 092 ({ V3, v,d). Therefore, g2 is not well-organized. 
Next, the depth of the edges in an instance graph is defined in order to decide whether the instance 
graph is well-organized, or not. 
Definition 13 Let 09 be an instance graph that has an edge c as a direct constructing edge. the 
smallest number niniil where i(e) ~ U~~~if+1 V~~(g), is called the depth of the initial element of the 
edge e in g. Similarly, the smallest number nterm, where t(e) ~ u~~~r+l Vc~(g), is called the depth 
of the terminal element of the edge e in g. The largest depth of the initial and the terminal ones is 
called the depth of the edge e in g. 0 
Example 10 The edge ell in the instance graph 091 shown in Fig. 1 is a direct constructing instance 
graph of the instance graph gIl. The set of initial elements of ell is {nlll, n1l2}. This set is a subset 
of the set of the direct constructing instance graphs of gIl. That is, i(ell) ~ Vc~' Therefore, the 
depth of the initial clement of ell is equal to zero. Similarly, the depth of the terminal element of ell 
is equal to zero. As the result, the depth of the edge ell is equal to zero. On the other hand, e13 is 
a direct constructing edge of 91. The set of the initial elements of e13 is a subset of Vc~ U Vc~ because 
i(e13) = {n114, n115}. Therefore, the depth of the initial element of e13 is equal to one. Similarly, 
the depth of the terminal elemellt of el3 is equal to one. As the result, the depth of the edge e13 is 
equal to one. 
The fact that the depth of an initial (terminal, respectively) element of an edge is equal to zero 
means that the constructing elements of the initial (terminal) element of the edge are neither the initial 
elements nor the terminal ones of the edge. The edge does not cross the boundary of the instance 
graph that is an initial or terminal element of the edge. On the other hand, the fact that the depth 
of an initial (terminal, respectively) element of an edge e is equal to k (k > 0) means that the k + 1 
th constructing instance graph of the instance graph v of which direct constructing edge is the edge 
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e is the initial or terminal element of the edge e. There is at least one edge that crosses k boundaries 
of the instance graphs. Based on these considerations, the depth of the initial or terminal element of 
an edge can be used in order to judge whether an instance graph is well-organized, or not. 
Theorem 1 The nth constructing instance graph gn; of the instance graph 9 that is well-organized 
is well-organized if one of the following conditions is satisfied for every k (1 ::;: k ::;: n). 
1. gnj and its constructing elements are neither the initial element nor the terminal one of the kth 
constructing edge of g. 
2. if gnj or one of its constructing elements is the initial clement or the terminal one of the kth 
constructing edge of g, its depth is at most 71, - k. 0 
(Proof.) First, the case that all of the constructing edges of yare the kth constructing edges is studied. 
When gnj and its constructing elements are neither the initial element nor the terminal one of the 
kth constructing edge of y, there is apparently no kth constructing edge that has Yni or its constructing 
elements as the initial or terminal elements. As the kth constructing edge is not the edge that has Yni 
or its constructing clements as the initial or terminal elements in this case, Yni is well-organized. 
When gni or one of its constructing elements is the initial (terminal, respectively) element of the 
kth constructing edge of g, and its depth is at most n - k, the set of the initial (terminal) elements 
of the edge is a subset of U~==-t+l V1e(g) based on the definition of the depth of the initial (terminal) 
element. The mth (m ;::::: 0) constructing elements of Yni are the (71, + m)th constructing elements of 
y. Here, the condition n - k + 1 :s; n + m is always hold because 71, - k + 1 :s; 71, and 71, ::;: 71, + m. The 
equality is held under the condition k = 1 and Tn = o. In this case, 9ni is the direct (first) constructing 
element of g. gnj is the initial or terminal element of the edge. In the other cases, the inequality is 
held. When Tn > 1, the instance graphs are the constructing elements of gni. Therefore, there is no 
kth constructing edge that has the constructing elements of gni as the initial or terminal elements. 
From these discussions, gni is well organized. 
When the conditions described above are held for every k (1 :s; k ::;: 71,), no constructing edge of 
9 has the constructing elements of gni as the initial or terminal elements. As 9 is well-organized, 9 
and its constructing elements are neither the initial nor the terminal elements of the edges outside y. 
Therefore, gni is well-organized. 
The theorem is proved. o 
When a representative instance graph t is given, the constructing instance graphs of 9 are obtained 
by analyzing the constructing elements of 9 according to the order of the constructing elements. 
Though we have studied the characteristics of the instance graphs, of which edges are limited to 
have an instance graph as the initial element, and the one as the terminal one, these characteristics 
can be applied to the general instance graphs. 
4.2 Shape graph management 
Here, the management of shape graphs is studied. The information on the shape graphs is stored 
into the collection graph named Shape. This collection graph has only one normal instance graph. 
Its name is shape. This normal instance graph holds four kinds of atomic instance graphs, of which 
t A representative instance graph is well-organized. 
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names are cg, ig, connect, and datatype. The atomic instance graph named cg has the name of a 
collection graph as its value. The one named ig has the name of an instance graph as its value. The 
connect atomic instance graph has the name of an edge as its value. The instance atomic graph named 
datatype has the data type name as its value. The normal instance graph shape has four kinds of edges. 
The name of the first kind of edge is contain. This kind of edge represents the inclusion relationships 
between a normal instance graph and its direct components, and those between a collection graph 
and representative instance graphs. The second and the third kinds of edges are for representing the 
initial elements and the terminal elements of edges. The fourth kind of edge represents the relationship 
between the atomic instance graph named datatype and the other kinds of atomic instance graphs. 
The Harne of this kind of edge is dt. 
The information of the shape graph shown in Fig. 3 is managed as the collection graph as shown 
in Fig. 7. 
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Figure 7: The collection graph for managing the information of shape graphs 
As the information of the shape graphs are stored as a collection graph, shape graphs can be 
manipulated by using the rewrite operation. Please note the followings. Shape graphs may change 
when instance graphs are inserted, or updated. Deletion of instance graphs of the collection graph shape 
can be permitted when the corresponding instance graphs do not exist. The consistency constraint 
mechanism must be supported by the database management system. 
4.3 Querying power 
Here, we present the next theorem in order to show the queryillg power of the rewrite operation. 
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Theorem 2 The rewrite operation can be described with datalog program extended with complex 
values[30J. 0 
(Proof.) Let assume that collection graphs are stored ill the following relations. 
cg(cg_name,ig_ids) of the sort (dom, {dom}) 
ig(ig_id, name, value) of the sort (dom, dom, dom) 
edge(e_id, name, value) of the sort (dom, dom) 
contain(parenLid, child_ids) of the sort (dom, {dom}) 
connect(e_id,iniLids, term_ids) of the sort (dom, {dom}, {dom}) 
where dom means a domain, the pair { } represents the set constructor, and the pair ( ) represents the 
tuple constructor[30J. The relation contain holds the information on the mapping <Pcomp : 2VUE ~ V. 
The relation connect holds the information on the mapping <Pconned : 2 v x 2 v ~ E. 
The rewrite operation is represented with rewrite((qgt, va), (qgqp rcq1 ) '" (qgqn' rcqn )). We will 
show that q9i, rCi, and va can be described with datalog program extended with complex values. 
(1) The regular query graphs qgt, qgqll ... qgqn are first cOllverted as follows. 
(1-1) The regular query graph qgt with a variable X 
The predicate cg(nm, X) is added to the head of a rule, where nm is the name of the 
collection graph that is attached to qgt. 
(1-2) A regular query graph qgi with a variable X 
The predicate cg(nm, X) is added to the body of a rule, where nm is the name of the 
collection graph that is attached to qgi. 
(2) Query graphs are converted as follows. 
(2-1) A regular query graph qg with a variable X 
A variable Q is adopted for bindiug the set of the direct coustructing elements of qg. The 
predicate contain(X, Q) is added to the body of a rule. The variables }i(i = 1"", n) that 
represent the direct constructing elements of qg are introduced. For each variable }i, the 
predicate Q :1 Yi is also added to the body of a rule. 
(2-2) An edge e with a variable Y 
A variable 5 is adopted for binding the set of the initial elements of e. A variable l' is also 
adopted for binding the set of the terminal elements of e. The predicate connect(Y, 5, 1') is 
added to the body of a rule. The variables Ui(i = 1"", Tn) that represent the sets of the 
initial elements of e are introduced. For each variable Ui , the predicate 5 :1 Ui is added to 
the body of a rule. Similarly, The variables Wj (j = 1, ... , k) that represent the sets of the 
terminal elements of e are introduced. For each variable Wj , the predicate l' :1 Wj is also 
added to the body of a rule. 
(2-3) An atomic query graph with a variable X 
The variable X appears as the element of a regular query graph or an edge. Therefore, we 
have nothing particular to convert an atomic query graph. 
(2-4) Concatenation of an edge and a query path 
First, we study the concatenation of two edges e1 and e2. The edge el is cOllverted into the 
predicate connect(Y1, 5 1,1'1) by using the variable Y1 , 51 and 1'1 as described in (2-2). The 
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edge e2 is similarly converted into the predicate connect(Y2, !:h, 1"2). When the terminal 
element of e1 is an initial one of e2, the predicates Tl :3 01 and 82 :3 01 are added to the 
body of a rule. This means that a query path, which is a concatenation of two edges, is 
converted into the predicates described above. Concatenation of an edge and a query path 
can similarly be converted. In general, the concatenation of edges e1, e2, ... , en is cOllverted 
into the predicates as follows. 
connect(Y1 , Sl, T1), .. " connect(Yn, Sn, Tn), Tt :3 01, S2 :3 aI, .. " Tn- 1 :3 On-I, Sn :3 an-I· 
(2-5) Positive closure (qp)+ 
In treating positive closure, we use the additional rules as used for the recursive rules. We 
study the positive closure of an edge e1 for simplicity. The edge e1 is converted into the 
predicate connect(Yl , SI, T!) as described in (2-2). The first rule is as follows. 
Pel (Y, S, T) f--- connect(Y, 8, T). 
The second rule is as the following. 
Pel (Y, S, T) f--- Pel (Y, S, Tx), connect(Yx, Sx, T), Tx :3 0, Sx :3 0:. 
(2-6) Union (qpl I qp2) 
Union of query paths qPl and QP2 is cOllverted iuto the separate rules as follows. 
Punion f--- qPl. 
Plmion f--- qP2. 
(2-7) Negation 
Negation of a query path qp is converted the rule as follows. 
Pneg f--- -'qp. 
(3) A retrieval condition rc is converted as follows. 
(3-1) Xname = nm and Xval = val 
The conjunction of these two predicates is converted into the predicate ig(X, nm, val) in 
the body of a rule. 
(3-2) A predicate Xname = nm 
When the predicate of this form appears and the predicate of the form of Xval = val does 
not appear, the predicate ig(X, nm, Z) is added to the body of a rule, where Z is a variable. 
(4) A value assignment va is converted into the predicates as described in (3). 
The theorem is proved. 0 
For example, the rewrite operation in Fig. 4 is converted into the following datalog program. 
cg(" At y - picture", X) f--- cg(" Picture", X), 
contain(X, Q), Q :1 Y, Q :3 ZI, Q :3 Z2, 
contain(ZI, RI), RI :3 VI, contain(Z2, R2), R2 :3 V2, 
connect(Y, S, T), 8:3 VI, T :3 V2, 
ig(X, "picture", Ai), edge(Y, "pos", "on"), 
ig(ZI, "object", A2), ig(Z2, " object", A3) 
ig(Vl, "parts", A4), ig(V2, "parts", A5). 
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5 Related Works 
Many graph-based data models are based on labeled directed graphs [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 
17, 18, 20, 21]. These data models do not have the nature of recursive graphs and hypergraphs. In 
DRHM, recursive graphs and hypergraphs can naturally be represented. 
The concepts of recursive graphs and hypergraphs are introduced in the Directed Recursive Labeln-
ode Hypergraphs[24] and the self-structured semantic relationship model[25]. The Directed Recursive 
Labelnode Hypergraphs[24] is proposed for the representation of knowledge. This model has intro-
duced the concepts of labelnode graphs as well as recursive graphs and hypergraphs. A labelnode 
graph can be used for representing a node or an edge binding nodes. For example, a relationship (isa 
Fukui city), which represents that Fukui is a city, is represented as in Fig. 8(a). The rectangle 
in this figure denotes a labelnode. The initial node, which is isa in this figure, corresponds to the 
ordinary edge. The labelnodes crossing the arrow, and the terminal one are the ordinary nodes con-
nected by the label node edge. Hypergraphs are represented by using this mechanism. The elements 
in a hypergraph can be ordered. Moreover, a LISP calculus (PLUS (TIMES 3 6 2) 4) is represented 
as shown in Fig. 8(b). As labelnodes can be described in a labelnode as presented in Fig. 8(b), 
labelnode graphs have the nature of recursive graphs. The most significant difference between the 
Directed Recursive Labelnode Hypergraphs and the proposed model is that the former is a knowledge 
representation model, and the latter is a data model. In the Directed Recursive Labelnode Hyper-
graphs, a data definition and instances are represented with a connected graph. On the other hand, 
instance graphs are separately represented with shape graphs which correspond to the data definition 
in the proposed model. A collectioll graph holds the same kind of instance graphs. The structure of a 
collection graph is represented with a shape graph. A shape graph can be used as the clue for finding 
instance graphs from a collection graph. 
(a) (b) 
isa Fukui city Bt~lij 
Figure 8: Examples of labelnodes. 
The rewrite operation is a logic-based one. It enables users to specify the regular expression. This 
kind of operation has been proposed in G-Log[8], G+ [10], GraphLog[11]. The rewrite operation of 
the proposed model is for the recursivelless of the installce graphs as well as for their connectivity. 
Although the rewrite operation has been proposed in GraphDB[17], the regular expression can not be 
specified in this operation. 
The shape graph is a kind of dynamic schema[27, 19]. It changes according to the insertion and 
the modification of a collection graph as in shape[27] and DataGuides[19]. This behavior is inevitable 
for the management of semistructured and/or ullstructured data in a database. DRHM can manage 
the semistructured and the unstructured data as well as the structured data. 
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6 Concluding Remarks 
This paper proposed a graph-based data model. The cOllcepts of directed graphs, recursive graphs, and 
hypergraphs are introduced to the proposed data model. An instance graph is the fundamental unit in 
representing data. A collection graph is the graph of which components are instance graphs. A shape 
graph of a collection graph represents the structure of the collection graph. The rewrite operation is 
a logic-based one. Introducing regular query graphs enables us to specify recursive queries. It is used 
in updating instance graphs as well as querying on a database. The depth of an instance graph is 
introduced to show whether the instance graph can be decomposed or not. The shape graphs can be 
managed by representing them with the instance graphs. The rewrite operation can be represented 
with the datalog program extended for treating complex values. 
The relativity of concepts[25] is the characteristics of data such that the constraints among data 
segments behaves as a data segment, and a data segment behaves as a constraints. This relativity is 
thought to be very important to represent concepts. The self-structured semantic relationship model 
has been extended to take into account this relativity[25]. In this model, the roles of nodes and edges 
can be exchanged by using the dual operation. Considering the relativity of concepts is another future 
work. The storage structure for the database based on the proposed data model is another subject of 
future work. 
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